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News Briefs
©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network
NIXON WOULD HAVE SADDAM KILLED:
Former President Richard
Nixon says Saddam Hussein is
an "international menace"
whom Nixon would have killed if
he were still president. Nixon, 78,
said he would be "greatly
tempted" to agree not to prosecute
Saddam for war crimes if he left
Iraq. He also said Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev
has made a "fundamental error"
in turning to hard-line conservatives.
TROOPS ARRIVE AT BORDER:
The first U.S. troops arrived
Sunday at a remote refugee camp
on the northern Iraq border as the
pace of the U.S. pullout quickened
in the south. Army helicopters
flew 30 U.S. troops into the
squalid tent encampment of
Isikveren, Turkey, home to about
200,000 Kurds fleeing Saddam
Hussein's Iraqi regime. To the
east, an influx of almost 1 million refugees was taxing Iran.
HEART DISEASE COSTS YEARS:
If medical science could conquer heart disease, the average
35-year-old's life expectancy
would increase three years, according to a computer analysis of
health data. But those at high risk
for the nation's No. 1 killer stand
to gain more if they change their
habits, the researchers say.
Using a computer program, researchers plugged in different
risk factors and analyzed the outcomes.
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Discrimination suit filed against GSU
BY MISTY McPHERSON
News Editor
Dr. Clarke Dunlap has filed
suit against GSU for discrimination in employment on the basis
of age and physical handicap.
Dunlap is 62 years old, and resides in Baton Rouge. He was
seeking a position as Assistant
Professor in the Department of
Geology and Geography at GSU.
He was denied that position.
"I believe I was equally qualified or surpassed qualifications,"
said Dunlap.
The qualifications called for
someone with a Ph.D in geography with academic training and
research interests in fluvial process and/or coastal environmental systems.
The applicant needed academic training and teaching experience for teaching undergraduate courses in physical and
world regional geography.
Dunlap possessed an M.A. in
regional studies and a Ph.D in
physical geography.
According to Dunlap, the
Geographic
Professional
Membership Directory indicates
the professir hired did not have
teaching experiences and academic training in physical geography, or in fluvial processes and
landforms and coastal environmentar'sys'teni"."'--'"

His degree is for teaching and
research in agricultural rural
geography.
"The incumbent was not qualified and I was. I expected this to
happen," said Dunlap. "Knowing
the biases against older people
and the handicapped, I knew I
would have to get involved in
civil suits."

Since Dunlap received his
Ph.D from Louisiana State
University he has had 16 rejections from colleges and universities across the United States.
"I took from the 16 rejections,
the two most blatant rejections on
the basis of age and handicap and
filed suit," said Dunlap.

Dunlap walks on up to the elbow crutches due to an injection of
a defective influenza vaccine in
1979 at the University of
Kentucky Health Center.

Dunlap also filed suit against
Radford University in Virginia
for the same reasons as he filed
against GSU. He won the administrative law compliance and is
waiting for settlement.

Dunlap said his handicap
would not hinder his work performance nor would he need any
special accommodations on campus.
Of the 25 applicants who applied for the job, 10 were selected
for consideration and five of the
10 were called back for an inter-

Radford University had five
days from yesterday to settle. If
they don't, the U.S. Department of
Labor said their federal contracts
would be taken away. This
equals about $240,000.

Dunlap wasn't called back for
an interview and he believes this
was due to his age and his handicap.

"I'm expecting about 20 rejections this year," said Dunlap referring to the applications he has
mailed out for positions beginning next Fall. "Again I will
pick the two most blatant rejections and I'll start the process
over again."

Both Daniel B. Good, Chair of
the Research Committee, and
Ruth Ann Rogers, Executive
Assistant to the President refused
comment on the matter.
-

In the suits, Dunlap acts as his
own lawyer. He has had two
years of lawschool and has about
20 units to go before he can earn
his law degree.

BASE CLOSINGS FIGHT 'HEATS UP":
The fight over the fate of tens
of thousands of military and related civilian jobs across the USA
heats up Monday. Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney goes before a bipartisan, independent
commission studying his plan to
close 31 major U.S. bases - the
biggest military downsizing
since World War II. Thirteen
bases are in Republican districts,
19 in Democratic ones.
BUSH'S NON-CAMPAIGN CAMPAIGN:
President Bush's gurus have
taken the attitude that the best
politics is no politics to win the
White House. Consensus: hold
off on Bush's 1992 campaign as
long as possible. Plan: wait until
early fall to start fund raising;
wait until 1992 to spend the
money. Bush will rely on the
same team that helped him win
the White House in 1988. It's a
closely knit group of six to eight
white males.
RUSSIAN REPUBLIC OPENS EMBASSY:
The Russian republic, the
Soviet Union's largest, will open
an unofficial embassy in
Washington in September, U.S.
News & World Report said. U.S.
supporters of Russian President
Boris Yeltsin made a down payment on a $700,000, four-story
building that is less than two
miles from the Soviet Embassy,
See BRIEFS, page 12

)r. Clark Dunlap claims that he was denied a job as Assistant
Professor in the Dept. of Geology and Geography due to his
age and physical handicap. Officials refused comment.

SGA elections to
be held Thursday

NRA FACES'INTERNAL CONFLICT':
The NRA, the USA's most
powerful lobby, is beset by internal conflict, the erosion of 10% of
its membership in two years, state
legislative defeats and the momentum of the Brady Bill. The
NRA endorses the "instant
check" bill. It would create a nationwide hotline through which
gun sellers could run instant
background checks on would-be
buyers - with no waiting period.
BOARDS FOCUS ON BRUTALITY:
Now that Los Angeles Mayor
Tom Bradley and Police Chief
Daryl Gates have made amends,
two civilian investigating boards
are focusing on the primary issue: police brutality. The civilian
Police Commission is searching
records of residents' complaints
against the department for evidence of brutality or excessive
force. A final report is due in late
May.
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By David G. Berny
Staff Writer

Just golfin' around on a weekend
Freshman Tom Williamson, shows just how empty Sweetheart circle can get on the weekend
by turning it into a driving range. Williamson is a journalism major. Nothing wrong with that.
(Photo by Clint Home)

80% of girls dropped out
during sorority Spring Rush
BY DODIE VANCE
Staff writer
GSU's Panhellenic Council
sponsored the second annual
sorority Spring Rush last week.
A total of 278 girls went through
the five-day rush held by eight
sororities -- although approximately 80 percent dropped
out during the week.
The high number of drop-outs
make the quota of 34 seem high
but according to Paige Worley,
the Panhellenic President, "[The]
quota could not be changed
because all the sororities had
already invited a certain number
of girls to their preferential
parties."
The Spring Rush was held for
the second year in a row in efforts
to help keep the numbers down for
the Fall Rush pledge classes.

This new rush structure is designed to keep both Fall and
Spring classes smaller.
"Spring Rush is designed
because it is hard to integrate that
many girls at one time," said
Worley reffering to the problems
experienced when there was only
a Fall Rush.
Spring Rush was designed
differently this year so that in the
future Fall Rush will only be open
to incoming freshmen, transfer
students, students who just
passed out of developmental
studies, and those who got cut out
of Spring Rush.
All of the girls who were
eligible to go through Spring Rush
were notified of the new
restrictions and informed that if
they did not go through Spring
Rush they would have to wait
until next Spring due to the new
fall requirements.

Many of rushees had conflicts
because Spring Rush coincided
with classes, but class excuses
were sent to the sororities if a
rushee could not attend.
According to Worley, holding
the majority of rush in the Union
facility, "helped rush to run better
and the rushees were not as tired
because they were in one confined
area."
Spring Rush is also more
casual and the sororities are
limited to little decoration and
entertainment, which allows for
more conversation time.
Kristie Powell, Membership
Chairman for Zeta Tau Alpha,
agreed and said, "Rush is always
a very hectic time, but because it
was more casual , we were a little
less stressed and it went very
smoothly."

With April showers and May
flowers, the Student Government
Association elections are another
sign of the arrival of the spring
season.
Cathy Powell, SGA member,
explains, "Candidates will be
allowed to begin campaigning
after the April 11 nomination
deadline.
"However, there are many restrictions that the candidates
must abide by."
The display of campaign materials is prohibited within classrooms, the Student Union, dining
halls, all administration buildings, the infirmary, and in the
library. In addition, campaign
signs are not allowed to be posted
on the aforementioned buildings.
"Candidates may not campaign, in person or in proxy,
within 100 feet of the Union or
within 100 feet of the other voting
locations," adds Powell.
Fines for campaign violations
will be levied for election procedure violations, with a limit set at

The executive positions to be
contested include president, executive vice president, and vice
president of finance. Candidates
include: Chris Clark, Bo
Davidson, and Tommy Sears for
president; Niles C. Dixon and
David Miles for executive vice
president; and Patrick Bass, Iris
S. Lavant, and Matt Whiten for
vice president of finance.
The two other executive positions are uncontested with Cathy
Powell running for Vice president of auxiliary affairs, and
Amber M. Cornelius slated for
the position of vice president for
academics.
Along with the executive positions, 14 senators will be selected
form the following candidates:
Jeff Barker, Rex Benton, David
G. Berny, Jonathan Brown,
Tanya Burdette, Charisse
Chisholm, Tim Griffis, Ursula
L. Hamilton, Julie Hawkins,
Elizabeth Holley, Jeff Hylton,
Jennifer Jacobs, John Key,
Micheal Marchesseau, Connie
Phillips, H. Keith Roughton,
Andrea Renee Tigger, Lance

See SGA, page 12

Bush popularity drops due
to Kurd situation, says poll
By RICHARD
BENEDETTO

A Gallup Poll, released
Wednesday, shows a 14 percent
©Copyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple drop in public approval of the way
Bush has been handling the postCollege Information Network
war Gulf situation — down to 78
WASHINGTON — President percent from a record-high 92 perBush, immersed in political dam- cent when the war ended five
age control, is trying to shift pub- weeks ago.
lic attention away from the
He has come under fire for alKurdish refugee disaster by spot- lowing forces loyal to Iraqi
lighting issues such as education President Saddam Hussein to
and trade.
crush uprisings by Iraqi Kurds in
But dramatic television im- northern Iraq and Shiite
ages of the massive human suf- Moslems in the south.
fering in Iraq keep getting in the
On Wednesday, Bush went to
way.
the extraordinary length of heli"It's so compelling to see the coptering some 100 miles to a ruplight of these people that it's hard ral West Virginia elementary
for the president to compete in any school to honor Rae McKee as naway," said Frank Greer, a tional Teacher of the Year.
Democratic media consultant
See Bush, page 12
based in Washington.
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Pictured are, L-R, Paul Krissinger, manager of the Jameson
Inn of Sratesboro; Bob Olliff, regional manager of Jameson
Inns of Georgia; Michael Castleberry, scholarship recipient;
and Dr. William A. Becker, coordinator of hotel and tourism
management. Department of Recreation and Leisure
Services. (Special Photo)

Inn establishes scholarship
G-A Staff Reports

Jameson Inns of Georgia recently established a scholarship to
support students enrolled in GSU's Hotel and Tourism Management
program.
The scholarship will be administered by GSU Foundation and will
be sponsored by Georgia's 11 Jameson Inns.
"The gift is one way of assisting Georgia Southern's hotel-tourism
management students," said Bob Olliff, regional manager for the
Jameson Inns of Georgia. "We were anxious to contribute to the
community that does so much to support our business. The start of
the University campaign for Excellence seemed like a good time."
The Jameson Company will sponsor one scholarship each academic year.
Michael Castleberry, a sophomore majoring in recreation with an
emphasis in hotel management, was selected as the 1990-91 recipient of the scholarship. He is a 1989 graduate of Monroe Area High
School and is the son of Charles and Cynthia Castleberry of Monroe.

•Those who participated in the
Jump Rope for Heart and are eligible for prizes, contact D.
Ramsey in Hanner Gym rm 153
or call 681-0200.
•Alpha Phi Alpha will sponsor
Alpha Week through April 20 for
the service of the students and the
community.
For more information about
any of the events during Alpha
Week Contact Marcus Camp at
681-7625 or Ben Harris at 6817431.
•Hypnotist and comedian,
Tom DeLuca , will mesmorize
his audience today in the
University Union ballroom at
8:00 pm.Test your strength...can
you resist being put under his
spell?
•Call the new CABhotline,6810461, to find out the latest events
around campus!

Wednesday, April 17
•GSU General Student Recital
will perform 1 p.m. in Fory
Recital Hall. There will be no
charge.
•The Southern Center for
Continuing Education at GSU is
offering the popular course,
"Grant Proposal Writing," from
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m..
This is a hands-on seminar to
help you develop good ideas and
cross index those ideas with potentially interested funders.
To register or for more information, contact Southern Center
at 681-5551.

GSU now issues international ID cards
G-A Staff Reports

GSU has become the third college or university in the state to be
named a Council on International
Educational Exchange agent for issuing identification cards.
"As an agent, the university will
be authorized to issue International
Student Identity Cards, International Teacher Identity Cards and
the International Youth Cards to
all full-time GSU students, faculty,
and children of faculty and staff,"
said Sue Williams, coordinator of

The International Student Identity Card is the only internationally
accepted proof of student status. It
offers benefits including major reductions in the costs of travel arrangements and admission to cultural attractions in over 60 countries.
The International Identity Card
automatically provides the holder
with basic medical and accident insurance coverage while traveling
outside the U.S.
the International Student Programs
"Revenue from the sale of the
at the University.
cards in the U.S. helps support the

•Barn dance! It's an old
fashoned hoe down and get down
with CAB and social dance instructor Reba Barnes. Festivities
are scheduled from 6:00pm8:00pm in the Union commons.

Thursday, April 18
•Movies! On April 18th and
19th, Jacob's Ladder will be
shown in the Union theater at
7:00pm and 9:30pm.

Tuesday, April 16,1991
Instructors are Jim Hite and
Joyce Hodges. The course will be
held on Tuesday nights, April 23
and 30, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.. The
fee is <F25.
To register or for more information, contact the Southern
Center at 681-5551.
•CLEC will present Toshiko
Akiyoshi-Lew Tabackin Jazz
Quartet in the Universtiy
Ballroom at 8 p.m.."

Representatives will be stationed at tables in the University
Union from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m..
Some of the employers
committed to attending includ
Georgia Power, th Georgia
Department of Transportation,
Champs Sporting Goods Stores,
Brooks Instruments-Emerson
Electric, the U.S. Navy, the
Federal Bureau of Prisons, The
Georgia State Patrol, J.B. White
Wednesday, April 24
Department
Stores and other
•Career Awareness Day at
GSU on April 24 will bring repre- health, accounting, sales and in
sentatives from some 30 organi- surance organizations.
Career Awarness Day is open
zations throughout the state to discuss careers and careers and job to all students. For more inforopportunities with interested stu- mation call GSU Placement
Office at 681-5197.
dents.

•SGA elections will be held at
the Student Union, Landrum center, and Williams center from
10:00am-5:00pm.

Free Classified
Advertisements...

Saturday, April 20
•Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
will sponsor The First Annual
Alpha Stepshow at Xi Tau that
will raise funds for the estab
lishment of a $ 1,000 minority
scholarship that will go to a
qualified freshman minority
student at GSU next year.
•Movies! On April 20th and
21st,Edward Scissorhands will be
shown in the Union theater at
7:00pm and 9:30pm.
For more information call
Marcus Camp at 681-7625 or Ben
Harris at 681-7431.
•Some 450 high school students
will be visiting the campus of
GSU during Spring Visitation
Day.

...It just doesn't make
sense, but it works. Try
it out in the next edition
of the George-Anne!

Discover The Time
Tested Comfort of

POLO

by Ralph Lauren
&

TOMMY
HILFIGER

Tuesday, April 23
•The Southern Center for
Continuing Education is offering
a course on Marathon Running
Preperation for those interested
in marathon running as well as
middle distance running.
International Student Identity Card
Scholarship which enables students
to explore the variety of educational
opportunities available in the Third
World," said Williams.
Cost is $ 14 for students and youth
and $15 for faculty. Those interested in. obtaining a card should
bring a passport sized photograph
(two inches by two inches), and a
check made out to GSU to Room 4 of
the Rosenwald Building.

AT:

R. J. Pope

d

Downtown Statesboro
10% discount
with student I.D.

A
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Union Camp sponsors Teachers' Institute
G-A Staff Reports
This summer, teachers will be
able to study how the state's
natural resources become part of
its economy through products and
jobs when Union Camp funds, for
the 20th consecutive year, the
Teachers Environment and
Technology Institute (TETI) at
GSU.
More than 447 teachers have
participated in the summer
workshop since TETI's inception,
and 25 scholarships are being
offered for this year's June 17-

July 12 session.
This year's session includes a
reunion
for past
TETI
participants and a commemoration of Georgia Power's 20
years of support for the program.
The intensive indoor-outdoor
course is open to all teachers i n
all grade levels and disciplines.
The institute calls on consultants
from government, industry,
science and education asvisiting
lecturers for classroom studies
and on field trips.
The teachers will visit sites
ranging from natural areas and
tree nurseries to water treatment

plants and paper mills. Among
the topics covered during the four
weeks are forest economics,
hazardous waste disposal,
geology, wildlife conservation
and energy.
Teachers keep diaries of their
daily activities, and the institute
ends with a display of exhibits
developed by the participants on
some aspect of their summer experience.
The purpose of the course is to
allow teachers to integrate into
their classroom teaching new
perspectives on Georgia's resources and man'1; use of them.

'#$>. JEKYLL
$£es^ ISLAND

From our menu:

Cheese Manicotti
Imported Romano, Mozzarella, Parmesan and
Impastata Ricotta cheeses rolled in light, tender
pasta, covered with your choice of sauce including
Marinara, Alfredo, Pesto and Clam sauce.*

*162 spacious
rooms
*two swimming
pools
^outdoor
cabana
* ideal
beachfront
location

*tax not included
*off^Peries
*sutyect t0
availability
*check out
7:00p.m. Sunday
*check in after
^:®® P'm" ^r^ay

*All meals include: French
bread with garlic/cheese spread;
coffee, tea or soft drink.
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DAYS INN
call to reserve your room now
(912)635-3319

&<*
# .7*-

$375

HOURS
Monday - Friday
10:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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Free speech resolution drafted after incident
By GEORGE BASLER
and MARK WINHELD
©Copyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

BINGHAMTON, N.Y. — The
faculty governing body at State
University
of New YorkBinghamton is drafting a resolution condemning threats to free
speech after a lecture was interrupted by students.
"Faculty members are very
upset by the threat to free speech,"
said Paul A. Smith, chairman of
the Faculty Senate's executive
committee. "Intimidation is out of
place at a university."
The incident made national
news Wednesday when The Wall

Street Journal published an editorial, "Return of the Storm
Troopers," comparing the event at
the state University Center at
Binghamton to a scene out of Nazi
Germany.
An audience of about 20 students
and professors at a March 14 lecture by Richard I. Hofferbert, a
political science professor, mushroomed to more than 200. The
crowd, composed mostly of black
students, showed up because of an
unfounded rumor that Ku Klux
Klan members would be talking.
Some in the crowd carried walking
sticks and some shouted insults
and obscenities, witnesses said.
Hofferbert's lecture, on the dismantling of the Berlin Wall, was

sponsored by the local chapter of the
National Association of Scholars,
a group opposed to what members
perceive as politicized courses and
overemphasis on multicultural approaches to education.
The president of the National
Association of Scholars called the
confrontation an unprecedented
effort to intimidate faculty and
break up a meeting of the organization.
"It's very disturbing that our organization can't hold a meeting on
the Binghamton campus without a
large, menacing crowd appearing
with what seems to have been an
effort to physically intimidate our
members," said Stephen Balch, an
associate professor of criminal

Tenth anniversary of space
shuttle launch celebrated

justice at the City University of
New York.
Balch is national president of
the National Association of
Scholars, which has about a dozen
campus chapters nationwide.
The faculty committee's resolution, to be presented to the full
Faculty Senate this month, will
"condemn and deplore actions of
intimidation and disruption," said
Faculty Senate President Alvin P.
Vos.
Balch called on SUNYBinghamton President Lois B.
DeFleur to condemn the incident
and conduct a serious investigation.
Professor Saul Levin, president
of the association's Binghamton

chapter, started disciplinary action
Tuesday against one student accused of hurling a framed photograph of Hofferbert's granddaughter across the hall and spitting gum
at Levin.
Association members have said
a principal spokesman for the
crowd was Gonzalo Santos, an adjunct sociology lecturer. Levin
said Carol Boyce Davies, an associate professor of English, asked
malicious, rhetorical questions
that compared the association to the
Klan.
Davies and Santos have refused
comment, but Santos said he will
comment at a news conference
Monday. He said association
members are deliberately misrepresenting the incident

WANTED

By I.K. BROWN
©Copyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
Ten years ago Friday, the space
shuttle Columbia soared off the
launch pad, returning U.S. astronauts to orbit after a six-year absence and signaling the start of a
new era in spaceflight.
No longer would the United
States throw away a rocket every
time it sent a payload or crew into
space. The shuttle was designed to
fly again and again.
Such potential spawned big
dreams. Scientists, businesses and
military officials drafted dozens of
shuttle projects. But NASA's
cornerstone plan was to use the
spaceship to build and service a
permanently staffed, orbiting research laboratory.
During the shuttle's first
decade, it delivered dozens of
satellites, deployed robotic probes to
distant planets and flew hundreds
of experiments. The shuttle also
gave NASA its deadliest tragedy to
date. The explosion of Challenger
on Jan. 28, 1986 killed six astronauts and Christa McAuliffe, a
teacher.
The investigation into the
Challenger explosion found flaws
in NASA's safety procedures and
prompted the space agency to undertake a massive top-to-bottom
overhaul before another launch
was attempted.
In its second decade, the shuttle
will be tapped to fulfill its original
mission: building an international space station.
The task of servicing the station
in the 21st century, however, will
fall to the shuttle's successor, a
launch vehicle that is expected to be
designed, but not built, this decade.
NASA envisions six to 10 shuttle
flights a year through the 1990s,
including several extended missions lasting up to 28 days. Its
record launch year to date: nine
missions in 1985, far below the 50
annual launches NASA once predicted .
"The shuttle is a marvelous
working machine. It perhaps has
not been able to fly as many times
as some people would like it to. But
still it's proved to be the most fantastic flying machine in the world.
It has a lot to give to the country in
the future," said shuttle program
director Robert Crippen, who piloted Columbia on the first shuttle
flight.
At least 24 flights in the 1990s
are to be dedicated to building
NASA's proposed $30 billion space
station. Other missions include:

Science majors
and
B.S. in Science grads

$2500 REWARD
— Repairing and enhancing the
$2 billion Hubble Space Telescope.
— Deploying satellites to monitor Earth's climate and geology.
— Studying celestial phenomena with ultraviolet- and X-ray
sensors.
— Flying commercial and government-owned pressurized modules for micrpgravity research experiments.
— Retrieving orbiting platforms launched by the United
States and other countries.
Throughout the decade, the
shuttle is expected to remain the
country's only vehicle to fly humans into space, although the space
station will have a small spacecraft capable of returning crews to
Earth in case of an emergency.
"There probably will not be a replacement vehicle flying, or ready
to fly by the year 2001," said former
astronaut Charlie Walker.
How closely the next-generation
vehicle will resemble today's shuttle is unknown, but the shuttle already has provided important
lessons for spacecraft designers.
"For research and development,
the shuttle has been absolutely
essential. We had to learn how to
operate a reusable spacecraft," said
space policy expert David Webb, a
visiting professor at the University
of Central Florida.
Webb favors the proposed
National Aerospace Plane to take
over the job of launching people
and cargo into space. The vehicle
is designed-to take off and land
like a conventional airplane and
achieve orbit like the current shuttle. Rather than using a series of
rocket boosters to reach orbit, the

spaceplane's engines would do the
job alone.
Materials, propulsion and other
technology needed for the spaceplane are in the early stages of research. Congress is expected to decide in 1993 whether to proceed with
building the experimental plane.
A more-immediate shuttle successor is a joint Air Force-NASA
project that combines elements of
the shuttle with unmanned rocket
technology to provide a flexible
heavy-lift launch vehicle. Still
unnamed, the new launch vehicle
would initially be used for cargo
only, but gradually would be upgraded for manned flight.
The shuttle's shortcoming has
been its complexity and huge operating expense: at least $300 million per flight, or roughly three
times the cost of an expendable
rocket.
"We're seeing a growing realization that we can't afford to use
the system the way we're using it
now," said Gregg Maryniak with
Princeton, N.J.-based Space
Studies Institute.
As NASA looks to improve and
streamline shuttle operations,
more program management is expected to be based at Kennedy Space
Center, a practice that likely will
be incorporated in future launch
vehicle programs. The agency also
is considering ways to trim the
shuttle's labor-intensive flight
preparations.
"The shuttle's taught us about
technologies and it will continue to
teach us how to do better," Walker
said. "It's been an important
milestone in human flight in
space.'
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Middle Georgia
' Gold and Silver Exchange
Fine Jewelry at wholesale prices
• Open to Public • Buy & Sell • Shop & Compare!
Hrs.10to6
764-4599
#6 Gentilly Square Statesboro (next to Winn Dixie)

a consignment shop

FREE

Check
Out
Our
Daily
Specials

Scholarships up to $2500 are available for those interested
in a career in Medical Laboratory Science.
For more information, contact:
Medical Technology Program
Armstrong State College
11935 Abercorn Street
Savannah, GA 31419
(912)927-5204
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10 SESSIONS - $35.00
20 SESSIONS - $50.00
WALK-INS - $5.00
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8-10

GOLD CLUB
1 year Membership

• Highest quality Wolff
system beds
• All new facilities

$2.00 per session
unlimited

• Vacation pre-tan
packages

One Week
Unlimited

• Free tan for your
birthday

$9.88

• "Hot" winter specials

Limited time only
Based on a four
week program

423 Fair Road

Next to Holloway's Florist
with ad
Classified Ads
25 words or less
Students & Faculty

NOW OPEN
Mon. - Sat. 9:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

423\ Fair Rd.

764-4206

764-4206

Call NOW - Were
ready when you are!
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Open Letter to GSU from
Sears, Bass, and Dixon SGA Executive officer
candidates
TO THE STUDENTS OF GSU
On Thursday of this week, the
Student Government Association
will be holding its annual elections. In your consideration of the
candidates, we would like to give
you, the students, a few things to
think about as you go to the polls.
Tommy Sears, Niles C. Dixon,
and Patrick Bass have each
served as SGA At-Large Senators
throughout the current academic
year. Sears and Bass have held
Senate positions each of the past
two academic years. In addition,
we are each extensively involved
in other campus organizations
such as Pi Sigma Epsilon fraternity, College Republicans, and
Model United Nations.
We have each developed strong
administrative skills and have a
firm grasp of the role and appropriate powers of SGA within the
campus and the community.
However, we feel there are
changes that need to be implemented within SGA itself which,
in our view, can only be done
through careful constitutional revision.
For instance, can you think of
an SGA senator whom you know
by name? Could you contact a senator or officer in SGA should
you have some concern or complaint that requires SGA attention
without an extensive search
through the telephone book or repeated dialing of local information? We rather doubt it.

One of our central goals is to
make the SGA Senate truly representative of the student population
and to make this representation
much more effective, efficient,
and consistent by assigning senate representation according to
off-campus/on-campus specification- a process that would be
done much like districting is
done at the state and federal government levels; of course our
"districting" would be of a much
smaller scale and not nearly as
complex.
To demonstrate our point, we
ask you to consider the following:
on-campus residents may hold
At-large senate seats while alsj
holding the seats designated to
them within the constitution (one
seat per residence hall).
We believe this fact to represent an inadequacy of the present
SGA structure. We do not mean to
imply that we begrudge seats to
on-campus residents. This is
hardly the case.
What we wish to point out is
that the present design of the senate makes it possible for At-large
positions to be held by on-campus
residents, thus excluding offcampus res'dents from representation in t'.ie senate. As At-large
senate positions are the only
means through which off-campus
residents may participate in SGA
(aside from the five executive
positions) we believe that changes

;

See LETTER, page 12

G-A supports Sears, Bass,
Dixon ticket for SGA
Thursday April 18 is election day for Student
Government at GSU. We at The George-Anne would
like to encourage all students to get out and vote for the
candidates of their choice.
SGA is an organization which is most often
overlooked and underrated in terms of what it could do
for the students at GSU. So often organizations
complain about SGA and what it doesn't do-well
everyone has a chance to elect the candidate they
believe has the strongest platform so that the proper
changes can be made within the organization.
Tommy Sears is back again this spring and
campaigning for President of SGA. Niles Dixon is his
running mate for Executive Vice-President, and
Patrick Bass is vying for the position of Vice-Presdident
of Finance. We feel that this team is worthy of the
offices they seek and encourage the student body to vote
for them on Thursday. The George-Anne supported
Sears last spring in his unsuccessful attempt at
winning the presidency of SGA. This year Sears has
an outstanding platform once again which is
published in this edition.
If everyone wants to see the executive offices filled
with competent students and see SGA maximize its
potential, Sears, Bass, and Dixon are who to vote for.
Go out and vote because you have the right to. If you
want to make GSU better then do it through the SGA.
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STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
The George-Anne is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided by
GSU. The newspaper is the oldest continuously published weekly newspaper in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of the
editor or the individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the
Student Media Committee, the administration, the faculty and staff of Georgia
Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is
published twice weekly during the academic year and twice during summers. Any
questions regarding content should be directed to the Clint Rushing, Editor (6815246).

OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES
Room 111, F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne, Landrum Center Box 8001,
Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or
912/618-5418 (Advertising)

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. The GeorgeAnne's advertising rates are as follows:
Students and student groups
$2 per column inch
GSU faculty, departments or affiliates
$3 per column inch
Statesboro-area businesses and groups
$4 per column inch*
National rate
$7 per column inch
'Five inch minimum ad size, otherwise classified display rates ($5.50 per column inch) apply.

DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submiting advertising copy is
Noon, one-week prior to the intended publication date. For more information,
rate cards, sample publications, contact: Stacy Graham, Advertising Manager,
ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bill Neville, Student Publications Coordinator, (912) 6810069.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne' reserves the right to refuse any advertisement. 77» GeorgeAnne's classified advertising rates are as follows:
Students and student groups
Free (25 words or 1
GSU faculty, departments or affiliates
Free (25 words or I
Others
$5.50 (50 words or less, two issues)*
Retail classified display
$5.50 per column inch)
DEADLINE: The deadline for reserving space and submiting classified advertising
copy is Noon, one-week prior to the intended publication date. Free classified
ads from students, faculty and staff must be submitted in writing, with the name of
the sender, a local address and telephone number. No free ads will be accepted via
telephone. Only one free ad per person per week.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR AND SUBMISSIONS
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern University Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on
Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must
be signed and include a mailing address and phone number for verification. The
editors reserve the right to reject any submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it will be the editor's
decision whether or not to print the name. Submissions are run on a space-available
basis.

CIRCULATION INFORMATION
Subscription rates for home delivery of The George-Anne are six dollars per quarter,
or $18 per year, delivered bulk mail. Please address all inquiries to Jeff White, Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in campus buildings and residence halls.
*We gratefully acknowledge the theft of our slogan from Robert Williams of the
Blackshear Times. Call Bob and he can tell you who he stole it from originaly.
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GSU delegation to Model UN given a unique perspective on Soviet Union
Committee and by the delegation's fund-raising activities.

By TERESA ROACH
Staff writer

The advisors for this year's
group were political science professor Dr. G. Lane Van Tassell,
international studies professor
Dr. Ziaul Hashmi, and political
science professor Dr. Gale Harrison, who was the principal advisor and attended the convention with the delegates.

A group of students from GSU
spent their spring break in an
unusual way this year: representing the Soviet Union in a Model
United Nations convention.
Approximately 130 different
colleges and universities participated in the Model UN, which was
held March 25-30 in New York
City at the UN building.
GSU sent 16 delegates and one
advisor to the conference. Representing the Soviet Union was an
honor for GSU's delegation, as the
nation plays a large role in international affairs.

GSU has been participating in
the Model UN since 1971. The advisors were "extremely pleased
with the intelligence and motivation that this delegation put forth,"
said Harris.
The GSU delegation to the Model United Nations represented the Soviet Union at this year's convention.

This year, representing the
Soviet Union entailed extra research, as the state of the nation
was extremely volatile during the
time the conference was held.
The delegates got up every morn-

ing to watch the news and read
newspapers in order to stay
abreast of Russia's political
stance.
According to Paul Harris,
GSU's head delegate, participat-

ing in the convention was a
challenge because as a representative.
"You have to support certain
ideas even if you don't agree with
them," said Harris.

Follow For Now takes control of fans
who follow them to the Eagle
By DOUG GROSS
Staff writer

In the music media recently,
there seems to have been a lot of
talk about funk. Since the explosion of Living Color, and more
recently Faith No More, onto the
national rock scene, such terms
as "funk-metal" and "punkfunk" have been invented to describe the fusion of hard rock with
mega-doses of slap bass and
slick, often rap style vocals.
This style has also made a
huge impact on the alternative
music charts, with a plethora of
funk rockers, mostly originating Dave Harris, lead singer of Follow For Now, plays for the crowd at the
from the west coast, such as the
Rockin' Eagle. (Photo by Robby Weatherly)
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Fishbone
and Primus gaining considerlie Enemy's "Channel Zero", the
fine performance on rhythm
able popularity on college radio.
guitar, as well as lead vocals on
band's
only
cover
and
a
favorite
Nowhere, however, is this style
several songs, and Billy Fields'
of Follow For Now regulars.
presented more genuinely than
What was to follow would be a
keyboards
added a textured feel to
by Atlanta funksters Follow For
set of extremes, ranging from
the music which many bands of
Now, who performed at the
this nature lack.
such funk rockers as "Loverboy"
Rockin' Eagle Cafe Wednesday
and "360" to slower, psychadelic
Dave Harris completed the
night.
Follow For Now sound with
jams such as "Misfortune" and
Follow For Now have been
smooth vocals and often HenRockin' Eagle favorites since "Fire and Snakes", in which vodrix-style guitar leads that were
their first appearance here last calist Dave Harris lays down a
uniquely
seductive
rap
involvhotter
than a rug in Donnie
winter, and Wednesday night's
Wahlberg's
hotel room.
ing
Pop
Tarts,
whipped
cream
was yet another full force assault
If
there
were
any question as to
and
Soul
Train.
on the ears of Statesboro, leaving
The rhythm section, the back- how the Rockin' Eagle crowd
long time fans and new converts
bone of any good funk unit, was wAild react to the group, one look
alike craving for more. The tone
well represented by the grooves of at the mass of bodies assembled
for the evening was set early,
Enrique Coley and bassist Jamie
when the group opened their set
See FOLLOW, page 12
Turner. Chris Tinley gave a
with a hard driving cover of Pub-
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Among the multitude of issues
discussed at the convention, the
most important issues were the
gulf crisis, women's rights,
refugee problems, world hunger,
arms production, and European
security.
As noted by Harris, some of the
solutions proposed for these problems were the call for an end to
nuclear, biological, chemical
arms for lesser-developed countries, and the adoption of fair and
equal treatment of women.
In years past the UN has not
been as instrumental as is possible in resolving international
problems, but according to Harris, "The Gulf crisis has shed
new light on the UN." The crisis
effected positive change in that it
encouraged more interaction and
communication among nations.
In order to prepare for the
model UN conference, GSU's delegated took a five credit class that
met four' hours per week during
fall and winter quarter.

The group also invited guest
speakers, such as GSU history
professor Dr. John Steinberg,who
specializes in Soviet studies. The
delegation hosted a dinner for the
Soviet dance troupe who performed at GSU winter quarter.
"Although [the Model UN] is a
university competition, it should
be noted that the inherent purpose
of the Model UN experience is to
impart upon the student a sense of
global understanding and a
sense of global diversity," said
Harris. "It is definitely a character building experience."
Every fall and winter GSU
hosts a regional Model UN for
middle and high school students.
The most outstanding delegate
from the high school division is
invited to represent GSU in the '
national convention, along with
15 GSU students.
Funding for the trip is provided by the Student Activities

510 S. Main Street
Open
10 AM-2 AM
EVERYDAY!

Any Reg. 6" Sub

$1.99
(April 12-18)
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Come enjoy the tastes you have
grown to Cove at a special -price.
SwRJWfS
3:oo-6:00 p.m.
Monday - friday
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If so, two classes have been set up for you,
Cost: $47.00
Class 1: April 23 - May 10
Three week session on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday of each
week. 6:30-9:30 each night.

Will offer on a daily
basis, one of your
favorite menu items at
a special reduced
price. You will have it
all at Sarah's.

Class 2: May 4 - May 13
Two weekends: Friday 6:30 - 9:30, May 4 and 11
Saturday 9:00 - 5:00, May 5 and 12
Sunday 12:00 - 5:00, May 6 and 13

Contact (912) 681-3630 if you are interested. Leave your name, phone number,
and the class that you are interested in on the answering machine. Classes will
be offered on a first come first serve basis. Call as soon as possible to reserve
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Karate Club kick through red tape to exist
By REBECCA DAVIDSON

Members also come from all
over the world.
Fernando
Martin, the 1985 bronze medalist
in the Spanish Nationals, as well
as the Madrid Champion in Tae
Kwon Do is an active member.
But you don't have to be a Seagal or a Van Damme to join.
Members come from all belt
levels. And it's co-ed. Among the
female members Margaret
Lunsford stands out. She met club
president Eric in a karate class,
and they were married ten
months ago. She holds a red belt
in her chosen style.
Lunsford stresses that the club
is not there to teach.

Staff writer
Eric Lunsford, a 22 year old
Psychology major, had a problem. He needed somewhere quiet
and private to practice his black
belt in Karate. Sweetheart circle
was nice, but there was always the
chance of passing idiots wanting
to prove their manhood by taking
out a real black belt, said
Lunsford.
Since "idiots" have a right to
life too, and courts put people in
jail for breaking their bones,
Lunsford asked the school if he
could use the GSU Gymnastics
Center, where the karate classes
are taught. The school answered
with a resounding no. The only
way the school would let Lunsford
use the facilities was if he were a
part of an official club.
So he braved the red-tape, and
the GSU Karate Club was born.
Now with over 25 members from
more then seven different styles,
the club is definitely on the move.
Tae-KWon-Do, Shaolin Kempo,

"Some basic knowledge is required...and you must sign a
waiver to join," said Lunsford.
The club meets Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 9-11, and
will be meeting on Wednesdays,
but the time has yet to be set. If interested, just head on down to the
GSU Gymnastics Center when the
club is practicing.

Members of the GSU Karate Ciub display their finely honed skills.
(Photo by Rebecca Davidson.)
Japanese
Karate
Assoc,
Shotokan, American Gojuryu,
Tang Soo Do and Wing Chun, the

style made famous by the late
Bruce Lee, are all represented by
the club members.

the eCLECtic column
G-A Staff reports

The Campus Life Enrichment
Committee of GSU wishes to invite you to the final concert of the
1990-91 Performing Arts Series.
Tues., April 23, at 8 p.m. in the
University Union Ballroom, the
GSU community has a rare opportunity to hear award-winning
jazz "greats" Toshiko Akiyoshi
and Lew Tabackin.
Don't miss this chance to hear
internationally acclaimed pianist, composer, and arranger
Toshiko Akiyoshi. The New
York Times
says Akiyoshi is
"the most physically articulate
conductor in jazz since Duke

Ellington.3 Akiyoshi is the first
woman in the history of jazz to receive the coveted Arranger of the
Year award, as well as Record of
the Year, and Big Band of the
Year, in Down Beat polls. To
those honors, add ten Grammy
nominations for Best Big Band
Performance and three nominations for Best Arranger and you
get the idea that this is a very
special event.
As a bonus for the GSU concertgoers, the Akiyoshi quartet's performance is going to feature her
husband, the outstanding saxophonist and flutist Lew
Tabackin. His achievements
include First Place Flute in the
Down Beat Critic's and Readers'
polls from 1980-83. The Los Ange-

Lunsford hopes to compete
against other clubs, and the GSU
Karate Club will hopefully be
fighting in the Battle Of Atlanta.

Announcements
G-A Staff reports

The CLEC office is receiving
new information daily from GSU
departments. The month of April
is crowded with several events of
interest for GSU students and
faculty. Here is a list of upcoming events:
April 17: Dr. Stuart L. Pimm,
"The Dynamics of Very Rare
Species," 12 p.m., Biology, room
218.
April 18: Dr. Jonathan
Copeland, "Riding the Patagonian: Control of the Unusual Effector System of Fireflies," 12
p.m., Biology, room 218.
April 22: Dr. Brett A. Larson,
"Fish Caudal Neurosecretory
Peptides and their Possible Role
in Osmoregulation," 12 p.m.,
Biology, room 218.
April 23: Dr. C. Dianne
Martin, "Professional Codes of
Ethics and Computer Education,"
11 a.m., Math/Physics, room 209;
"The Myth of the Awesome
Thinking Machine," 4 p.m.,
Math/Physics, room 209.
April 23: Toshiko Akiyoshi
and Lew Tabackin (with quartet:

GREAT JAZZ!) 8 p.m., University Union Ballroom.
April 24: Dr. Elizabeth Beckemeyer, "The Production and
Packaging of Oocytes in Insects,"
12 p.m., Biology, room 218.
April 24: The Georgia Author
Award. Tree planting honoring
memory of award recipient Olive
Ann Burns, 11 a.m., Newton
Building. Reading/lecture by
Terry Kay, 7:15 p.m., Biology
Lecture Hall. Reception following the lecture.
April 29: Dr. Charles D. Speilberger, "Stress, Emotions, and
Health," 10 a.m., Biology, room
113 (auditorium).
For more information about
any of these free events call the
CLEC office at 681-5434. Don't
forget to pick up your tickets at the
Union information counter for
the upcoming Toshiko Akiyoshi
and Lew Tabackin concert.
Tickets are free for GSU students,
staff, and faculty.
In addition, May 1 is the deadline for the 1991-92 CLEC departmental program proposal applications.

Toshiko Akiyoshi & Lew Tabackin

les Times
says Tabackin is
"surely the premier tenor saxophonist and arguably the finest
flutist on today's jazz scene."
Tickets are free to all GSU students, faculty, and staff, and are
available at the University Union
counter. Tickets for others can be
purchased in room 111 of the GSU
Foy building.
The Ogeechee Poetry Journal
is accepting submissions from
GSU faculty, students, staff,
alumni, and area residents until
April 19. Submissions should not
exceed 40 lines. Send poems (no
more than four per submission) to
Ogeechee, Department of
English, L.B. 8023, GSU, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. Please enclose a
self addressed stamped envelope.

in concert in the
Union Ballroom
April 23, 8:00 p.m.
Free tickets for
GSU students
ACADEMC EXCELLENCE
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Eagles pull one out of 'Hat'; split two
By PAUL FLOECKHER
Sports Editor

The GSU baseball Eagles split
a doubleheader with the Stetson
Hatters Saturday, winning the
first game 10-8 before falling 6-3
in the second.

GSU 10, Stetson 8
The Eagles pulled one out of the
"hat" by scoring five runs in the
last inning to down the conference-leading Stetson Hatters 10-8
in DeLand, Fla.
After Todd Greene belted a
three-run homer to tie the score at
8-8 in the seventh inning, Mike
Miller drilled a two-run shot to
give Southern the improbable
win.
The game was a battle of big
innings. Stetson exploded for
eight runs in the third inning,
only to see Southern score five in
the fourth inning and add five
more in the seventh inning.
With Stetson leading 8-5,

Kevin Hallman opened the GSU
half of the seventh with a walk.
Chris Petersen followed with an
infield single, chasing Hatter
starting pitcher Jim Waring.
Stetson Head Coach Pete Dunn
inserted relief ace Tom Hickox,
setting up a power against power
match-up - Hickox, the all-time
NCAA saves leader, vs. Greene,
who entered the weekend with 16
home runs.
Would there be a repeat of their
1990 confrontation, when Greene
blasted a grand slam off Hickox
on his way to a 26-homer freshman year? Or would there be a repeat of the GSU-Stetson game
earlier this season when Hickox
fanned Greene to end the game?
Greene answered those questions with one swing.
The sophomore right fielder
picked a perfect time to extend his
hitting streak to 13 games,
launching a three-run dinger
over the left-field wall.

Basketball stars sign
on with Kerns' Eagles
G-A Staff Reports

Two basketball players signed
national letters-of-intent with
Georgia Southern last week, according to GSU Head Coach
Frank Kerns.
Pierre McKisic, a 6-6, 175pound forward from East Point
(Ga.) Tri-Cities High School, was
Southern's first spring signee.
McKisic averaged 14 points, 10
rebounds and two blocks per
game, leading Tri-Cities to a 17-7
record. Tri-Cities earned runner-up position in sub-regional
play.
McKisic was an Atlanta TipOff Club pick for membership to
ATOC's Team-of-the-Month. He
also gathered Southside Leading
Rebounder honors.
Shawn Brown, a 6-6,245-pound
forward from Decatur (Ga.)
Harvester Cathedral Academy,
was the second GSU spring
signee.

Brown averaged 9.4 points and
14 rebounds per game while leading
Harvester
Cathedral
Academy to a 24-3 record during
the 1990-91 season. He also led his
school to two consecutive state
quarterfinal appearances.
Brown shot 69.8 percent from
the floor and 71 percent from the
free throw line. His top performance was a 26-point, 18rebound, four-block effort against
Temple High School for the subregion title.
McKisic and Brown join
GSU's early signees Calvin
Sinkfield, a 6-6, 210-pound center
from Odessa (Tex.) College, and
Dexter Holmes, a 6-4, 183-pound
guard from Columbus (Ga.) High
School.
The Eagles lost four lettermen
from last year's 14-13 squad.
Southern will return six lettermen, including three starters, for
the 1991-92 season.

Unfortunately for Hickox,
things only got worse.
Chad Sumner followed
Greene's blast by reaching on
third baseman Casey McComb's
error. Mike Miller sent a Hickox
pitch soaring over right-center
field wall for the game-winning
two-run homer, Miller's 11th
round-tripper of the year.
Southern's incredible comeback began with a five-run
fourth. After Miller was hit by a
pitch and Mike Yuro and David
Diipree singled to load the bases,
Johnny Brown lifted a double into
the right-field corner to plate
Miller and Yuro.
One batter later, Southern
trimmed the deficit to 8-4.
McComb picked up Bobby Slater's
grounder and threw wildly to
first, allowing Dupree and Brown
to score. An error scored Slater,
arid GSU was right back in the
game at 8-5.
In the bottom of the third,
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WOOSNAM WINS THE MASTERS ON 18:

Foreign domination continued at The Masters Sunday as
Welshman Ian Woosnam outlasted Spain's Jose Maria
Olazabal and the USA's Tom
Watson in a dramatic final-hole
showdown. After 17 holes, the
three were tied at 11 under par.
But only Woosnam was able to
par the 405-yard 18th hole. After
Olazabal and Watson bogeyed
from the same bunker, Woosnam
sank an 8-footer for his first major title.
NORTH STARS UPSET BLACKHAWKS:
The Minnesota North Stars
completed their stunning
National Hockey League playoff
upset of Chicago, beating the
Blackhawks 3-1 Sunday. The
Blackhawks had the NHL's best
record during the regular season
but fell 4-2 in the Norris Division
semifinal series. In other NHL
games: St. Louis 3, Detroit 0,
series tied 3-3; Calgary 2,

Stetson sent 13 men to the plate.
Thanks to seven hits and two
GSU errors, the Hatters built a
quick 8-0 lead.
McComb put the Hatters on the
board with a two-run single. Matt
Wilson, who had walked, and
Chris Thomas, who had reached
on an error, crossed home for a 20 Hatter lead.
The rest of the inning was
highlighted (lowlighted?) by
Chris Hannum's two-run single
and Aaron Iatarola's long double
tocenter field that drove in Mike
Sempeles.
Jake Greene (4-3), who relieved starter Jim Carragherwith
no outs in the fourth, picked up the
win. Hickox (4-2) took the loss.

Stetson 6, GSU 3
The Eagles fell behind one too
many times.
After trailing 3-1 in Friday's
game and 8-0 in Saturday's first
game, the Eagles came back to
Edmonton 1, OT, series tied 3-3;
Los Angeles 4, Vancouver 1, L.A.
wins series 4-2.
SABATINI WINS TITLE, MOVES UP:

Gabriela Sabatini outsmarted,
jutgambled and outlasted too
cautious Steffi Graf for a 7-5, 7-6
(7-3) victory in the Bausch &
Lomb Championships Sunday.
Sabatini earned $70,000 by defeating her German rival for the fifth
consecutive time. Sabatini, 20, of
Argentina, displaces Martina
Navratilova at No. 3 when new
rankings come out Monday. Graf
remains No. 2 behind Monica
Seles.
ALL-STAR FIELD SET FOR MARATHON:

With an all-star field assembled for Monday's 95th Boston
Marathon, speculation has centered on the men's early pace and
the possibility of a close women's
race.
Kenya's
Douglas
Wakiihuri has won his last three
marathons. Others include threetime consecutive runner-up Juma
Ikangaa of Tanzania, Ireland's
John Treacy and Ethiopia's Abebe
Mekonnen. The race begins at
noon EDT.

beat Stetson both times. However,
their magic finally disappeared
and the Stetson Hatters salvaged
the final game of the series with a
6-3 win over GSU Saturday at
Conrad Park.
Stetson scored five runs in the
first inning off starter and loser
Ronald Stanford (1-5), and extended the lead to 6-0 before a
mild GSU comeback fell short.
Stanford faced only six Hatter
batters, with five of them reaching safely. Meanwhile, Stetson
starter Larry Hingle went the distance to improve his record to 6-3.
In the first, Mike Sempeles
drove a two-run triple off the
right-field wall to give the
Hatters a lead they actually
wouldn't relinquish. Joe Taylor
and Casey McComb, who both had
singled, scored on Sempeles'
drive.
Stanford took an early shower
after a Pedro Rodriguez double
scored Sempeles and an Aaron
CELTICS CLOSE ON EASTERN LEAD:

Kevin Gamble and Robert
Parish led a 17-6 run at the end of
the third quarter, lifting the
Boston Celtics within a game of
the NBA's Eastern Conference
lead with a 115-102 victory
against the New York Knicks. In
other NBA games: Minnesota 96,
Philadelphia 88; Washington
101, Miami 96; Indiana 125,
Detroit 107; San Antonio 109,
Phoenix 101; Portland 139,
Orlando 119.
ERRORS HELP PADRES TOP DODGERS:

Two errors by Los Angeles
backup first baseman Stan Javier
led to three unearned runs as the
San Diego Padres beat the
Dodgers 5-3 for a three-game
sweep. Ed Whitson (1-0) retired
the last 17 batters he faced. In
other NL games: St. Louis 11,
Philadelphia 7; New York 7,
Montreal 1; Atlanta 12,
Cincinnati 1; Chicago 6,
Pittsburgh 4; Houston 7, San
Francisco 2.
GIBSON'S HOMERS PACE ROYALS:

Kirk Gibson hit two home runs
See SPORTS, page 12

'Down the Stretch'

By JAMES DRINKARD

the third quarter - if they even
So, Paul and I once again deshowed up - was too much for me
cided not to write anymore
to bear.
columns.
So, Paul and I got together and
Alas, we did not take into acFrom the moment I started wrote what we thought was a
count the ideas of our advisor. He
covering sports for this paper, an rather scathing article and preinformed us that our section was
agreement was made by my edi- pared ourselves for the harassmissing an important element...
tor and I that we would attempt to ment we felt we would surely rea column. This man, the man we
cover every sport that the Eagles ceive.
look to for guidance, informed us
are involved in. In addition, we
Nothing happened. If anyone
that readers enjoy sports
have also placed an occasional even read the column, we could
columns.
Intramurals story on our pages i n not tell.
Thus the decision was made
Needless to say, we were disan attempt to keep all of you in
that we would, once again, place
volved in the world of sports at couraged. We had directly concolumns on our pages.
Georgia Southern. From football fronted - even verbally assaulted
Over the course of this quarter,
to cross-country, there has been at -the student body, and the student
I will be attempting to compose a
least one story on every sport that body as a whole was unmoved.
series of such nieces on various
we know of on this campus.
Twice, we decided to place
B & G Factory Direct
B & G Factory Direct
columns in the sports section.
The first departure from
straight sports reporting came as
an attempt to bring humor to our
pages. In that column Charles
White, AKA "Chuck," wrote of his
ignorance concerning the sport of
rugby. To say that his words were
metwith dislike would be an unbelievable understatement. For a
brief period of time, Paul and I o
considered wearing "I'm not S3
Chuck" t-shirts to avoid the harassment we were receiving.
Following the response reUSA's favorite
ceived concerning this article, we «
GSU's favorite
decided not to write anymore
men's
knit
shirts
shorts Values to
columns - it was too dangerous.
Values to $60.00
Then we witnessed something
$24.00 B&G
B&G Price
that we simply could not take, the
sorry state of fan support at
Price $17.79
Southern. We can remember the
days when Paulson Stadium was
filled with screaming fans
Q
Spring Dresses by
whether the Eagles were winning
or not - and Hanner Fieldhouse
Jeny D Values to
was the home of a screaming o
$50.00 B&G
mob. I even remember one night,
Price $18.99just a few years ago, when
9:30 to 6:00
Hanner Fieldhouse rocked with a
$26.99
Mon. - Sat.
standing-room-only crowd, so to
m
wa-ch people walk out of games in
» 109JTQ /(jOJOBjI O 3>
P3JTQ AJOJOTJ O ^ a
Assistant Sports Editor

107 West Main Street
Statesboro, Georgia 30458

I
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B&G

Factory
Direct
489 - DEAL

$29.99
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subjects. My topics will range
from a discussion of what constitutes a "true" sport to my argument for set starting salaries for
major league players. Some of
my columns will be serious addresses of important issues in the
sports world while others will
simply point out some of the humorous elements in the sports
world.
Whatever the case may be, I
want everyone to note one simple
fact - I am writing these columns
as a source of entertainment.
With all of the controversies,
the money, and the corruption, it

B&G Factory Direct • • •

Iatarola single brought home
Rodriguez.
The Eagles scored two runs in
the fifth to get their fans thinking
about another thriller.
After Mike Yuro's one-out
single to center, David Dupree
drilled one that went off
Iatarola's glove and all the way to
the center-field wall. Yuro scored
on Dupree's triple.
Doug Eder, making his firstever start at designated hitter in
his three years at GSU, blooped a
single over second base to score
Dupree and trim the Stetson lead
to 6-2. Buddy Holder followed
with a walk, but was erased on a
double play.
Eder scored Southern's final
run. In the seventh, Eder doubled
off the left-field wall, moved to
third on a ground out and scored
on a wild pitch.
See HAT. page 12

Winter Quarter
1991 Intramural
Champions
Basketball

Men A: Southern Sound
Men B: Pi Kappa Phi
Women: Alpha Delta Pi
Soccer
Men A: Chelsea United
Men B: SAE
Women: Night Train Express
Bowling
Men: Sigma Chi
Women: T.P., L.C., & Me
Winter Classic Basketball
Tournament
The Heat
510" and Under Basketball
Tournament
The Attitudes
Free Throw Shooting
Phillip Markopoulos
Badminton
Men's Advanced: Philip Lofgren
Men's Intermediate/Beginner:
Todd Stegall
Men's Doubles: Kevin
Greene/Jeff Smedinger
Women's: Nina Jones
Hot Shot Basketball
Phillip Markopoulos

is often easy for fans to become
lost in the sports world.
Sometimes, people - even sports
geeks like Paul and I - can forget about the fun of it all.
See STRETCH, page 12

Four-Person Beach Volleyball
Men: The Team
Women: Kappa Delta
Spriug Softball Classic
SAE

18-Hole Course
With Driving Rage

All-Day Golf

for$10QQ

w

Wednesday

MERCHANDISE from

O

"Student Day"

America's favorite

S

collegiate lines at

O

discount prices
Rugby Shirts
Values to
$45.50 B&G
Price $26.99
Pocket Tees with
Shoulder Pads
Summer Colors
Values to $20.00
B&G Price
$10.99
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Offense disappears for Lady Eagles;
Southern drops 4 in South Carolina
By PAUL FLOECKHER
Sports Editor

»

K

The GSU Lady Softball Eagles
lost all four of their games in last
weekend's Lady Gamecock
Tournament in Columbia, S.C.
Southern fell to Coastal
Carolina and Georgia State
Friday, then to UNC-Charlotte
and host South Carolina
Saturday.
Coastal Carolina 5, GSU 3
Coastal Carolina took advantage of five GSU errors to down
the Lady Eagles 5-3 Friday.
GSU starting pitcher Carrie
Collins allowed five runs through
six innings, but only one run was
earned. Collins also didn't walk
a batter, but nonetheless saw her
record fall to 6-10.
Coastal Carolina scored four
unearned runs in the fifth inning
to erase a 2-1 GSU lead.
Thanks to a single and two errors, Carolina put runners on
second and third with no outs.
Dee Craft scored from third with
the tying run when Collins
fielded Michelle Minton's

grounder but threw wildly to first.
After an error brought home
the tie-breaking run, Beth Parks
and Jami Long each drilled runscoring singles.
After falling behind 1-0, the
Lady Eagles tied the game in the
third. With the bases loaded and
two outs, Beth Williams came
through with a single that scored
Gretchen Koehler. Koehler had
singled and moved to third on a
fielder's choice and a Melissa
Williams single.
Southern took a 2-1 lead in the
top of the fifth. With one out,
Mickey Paul singled, then took
second on left fielder Jan
Bolebruch's error. Paul scored on
a Christy Hill single, followed by
an error by right fielder Long.
The Lady Eagles closed the
scoring in the seventh. An error
scored Paul, who had blasted a
one-out triple.

Georgia State 2, GSU 1
Georgia State pitcher Jenny
Pruett held Southern to one
earned run and the Lady
Panthers scored with two outs in
the final inning to hand the Lady

Tennis Men & Women
Both Drop Matches
Men: Florida International 5, Georgia Southern 4 (4/12/91)
Singles:
#1 - Jerome Donnadilles (G) def. Eduardo Scherer (F), 6-4, 7-5
#2 - Toby Brown (F) def. Roger Mills (G), 7-5, 4-6, 6-1
#3 - Hector Porcella (G) def. Federico Tournier (F), 7-6, 6-4
#4 - Markus Hermanutz (F) def. Scott Allen (G), 4-6, 7-6, 6-4
#5 - Javier Martinez (F) def. Richard Proctor (G), 6-0, 6-3
#6 - Kevin Green (G) def. Matt Endara (F), 0-6, 6-4, 6-3
Doubles:
#1 - Donnadilles/Mills (G) def. Scherer/Brown (F), 6-4, 6-2
#2 - Tournier/Hermanutz (F) def. Proctor/Charles Olinger (G), 6-3,
6-4
#3 - Martinez/Cliff Brutus (F) def. Green/Derek Robertson (G), 6-1,
7-6
Women: Berry 5, Georgia Southern 2 (4/13/91)
Singles:
#1 - Laettitia Hennebel (B) def. Stefanie Klein (G), 7-6, 6-3
#2 - Gina Fendley (B) def. Nikki Lockhart (G), Default
#3 - Lisa Frangipane (B) def. Cami Harris (G), 6-3, 6-3
U - Cindy Smith (G) def. Nancy Malone (B), 6-3, 6-2
#5 - Michelle Flynn (B) def. Susana Abia (G), 7-5, 6-2
#6 - Almuth Steinbach (G) def. Ginger Swann (B), 3-6, 6-4, 6-3
Doubles:
#1 - Did not play
#2 - Did not play
#3 - Flynn/Kelly Makant (B) def. Steinbach/Lockhart (G), Default

Eagles a heart-breaking 2-1 loss.
It could be said that the Lady
Eagles actually beat themselves.
GSU gave up one run on an error
and another on a wild pitch.
Southern hurler Tammie
Lanier surrendered only one unearned run and four hits, but she
walked five and uncorked a
bases-loaded wild pitch to score
the winning run.
State's Debi Hale led off the
seventh inning innocently
enough with a fly out, but then the
bottom fell out for the Lady
Eagles. Jacquelen Cheek walked
and Ann Baxley followed with a
walk.
State loaded the bases one batter later. Lanier wanted to throw
to third for a force play on
Gretchen Gruber's bunt, but no
one covered the base. After an out,
Baxley charged home on Lanier's
misfire.
Southern scored its lone run in
the fifth. Marginia Kemp led off
with a triple to right, one of GSU's
two hits. Kemp scored on
Gretchen Koehler's safety
squeeze bunt.
The "other GSU" took a 1-0 lead
in the first. After Tina Miller
walked and Charlene Chilton
singled, Mickey Paul dropped
Hale's fly ball to short center
field, scoring Miller.
UNC-Charlotte 2, GSU 0
The Lady Eagles out-hit UNCCharlotte 9-5 and committed no
errors to UNC-C's two, but failed
to take advantage of their opportunities in a 2-0 loss.
Southern collected four hits in
the opening inning, but failed to
push across a run. Mickey Paul
Led off the game with a single, but
was thrown out trying to steal.
Then Melissa Williams, Christy
Hill and Beth Williams all singled, only to see the next two batters pop out and leave the bases
loaded.
Hill's double and Marginia
Kemp's single put runners at the
corners with two outs in the third,'
but Carrie Collins filed out to end
the inning.
The game remained scoreless
until UNC-C scored twice in the
sixth. Tricia Fox drilled a runscoring double and Betsy
Whicker added an RBI single.
UNC-C starter Courtney
Hankes allowed all nine GSU
hits, but struck out three and
walked none to earn the victory.
Collins, who allowed five hits,

E?ERY DOY
ISEAKTHBAY

was the loser.
South Carolina 6, GSU 0
Southern's scoreless Saturday
continued as the South Carolina
Lady Gamecocks roughed up the
visiting Lady Eagles 6-0.
As often is the case, the main
reason for the USC win could be
described in two words: Angie
Lear.
Lear handcuffed the Lady
Eagles, allowing six hits and no
walks while striking out five and
going the distance.
The Lady Gamecocks scored
three runs in the third to break
open a 1-0 game. Carolina added
single runs in the fourth and
sixth.
South Carolina's 11 -hit attack
was paced by Michelle Delloso,
who finished 2-for-3 with a run
scored and two RBI. Four other
players rapped two hits apiece for
USC.
One of Southern's few bright
spots was Christy Hill, who had
two hits in three at-bats.
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Finally! You have the exclusive
opportunity to join us at...The Gatherings
at Georgia Southern University. Our
luxury, 4 bedroom, 21/a bath, energyefficient "townhomes" are specifically
designed to meet the needs of today's
college student.

AMENITIES...
• Luxurious Landscaping
• Private Clubhouse
•Swimming PoolWith Large Tanning Deck
& Lounging Furniture
• Tennis, Basketball & Volleyball Courts

FEATURES...
•Fully FurnishedWith Designer Interiors
• Private Bedrooms/Individual Leases
• On-Site Security With Guard
• Each Unit Is Equipped With All Major
Appliances Including:
Washer/Dryer
Dishwasher
Range/Oven
Disposal
Microwave
Vacuum
Refrigerator/Freezer
• Central Air Conditioning & Heat
• Wired For Telephone, Cable T.V. &
Computer Modem Capabilities.

Step up in "Class" A Style You Deserve.
JOIN US TODAY AT...
SPECIAL
"First 20 units at $199.00 per person/month"

AT GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
312 Jones Mill Road • Statesboro, GA 30458

489-3811
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For a short time
only
All-You-Can-Eat

Pizza Buffet
Includes
Salad Bar
$3M plus 15%
gratuity
5:00 - 9:30 pm
S. Main (Across
From Campus)

681 - 9066
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Consider Joining The Elite!
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•Work with prospective Georgia Southern
students at College Fairs and in their high
schools
•Serve as an ambassador for special events
for the President of the University

.
Edward Julius

ACROSS
1 Prepares for
publication
6 Soprano Lily
10 Glance through

14
15
16
17
19
20
21

Corruptible
Arabian gulf
Sheet of glass
Devotee
Actress Swenson
de plume
Year Henry VIII
took over

22 Customary
24 Caused by an
earthquake

26 Competent
27 Adolescent
28 Illicit love
affairs

41
42
44
45
46
49

Collegiate CW83-16

54
55

Diurnal
Ship servants
Ending for ice
Shoemaker's tools
Petty tyrants
Film on copper
coins
Proofreading mark
"Ode
Nightingale"
Stage direction
Self-love

58
59
60
61
62
63

Descartes
32
Brinker
Converse
33 Leave out
"
Were the Days 34 1982 baseball
Polish river
champs
Diner sign
37 Manner of speaking
More sound
38 Wife of Henry VIII

52
53

32 Take and store away 1
34 Monte
2
35 Silent-film star
3
Clara
4
36 Church fixture
5
37 Game show
6
contestants
7
38 Guilty, e.g.
8
39 Zero
9
40 Trimmed away
10

DOWN
Dale or Mary Ann
Creator of "Friday"
Matchless
Tic
toe
Lost weight
Widespread fear
Austral ian fish
Actor Beatty
Winter weapon
Backbones

11 Immanuel
12 Playwright
William
13 Margaret or Lake
18 Chief Norse god
23 Assortment
25 Prefix: watery
26 Publicized
28 Lois and Abbe
29 Debt

:
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•Travel around the area promoting the
University
3

•Participate in special projects sponsored
by the Admissions Office

30 Famous Coward
31 Oscillate

40
41
43
44

Chess piece
Abhors
Restaurant employee
"The Road to
"

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
56
57

Religious groups
Sheriff's helpers
Continent (abbr.)
Spanish conjunction
Chopped down
Fork prong
"Darn it!"
Shout of discovery
Na Na

:

PROFESSIONAL
LAUNDRY
and
DRY CLEANER
FLUFF TOO
101 West Main St
Statesboro
764-6126

Applications can be pi<
(Rosenw'a.ld Building)
Deadline is Thursday, ]

Admissions Office:
iday, April 15.
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01 • Announcements
Varsity Cheerleading Tryouts - Practice Sessions
beginning Mon. April 15, 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm. GSU
Gymnastics Center. For More Info, Call 681-5376
between 8 am - 5 pm, (4/16)
VOTE for Bo Davidson - SGA President!! (4/16)
BEACH PARTY! Weekend blowout at Panama City,
Ha. April 12-14, 19-21, 26-28, May 3-5, 10-12,17-19.
From $40 per person/weekend complete price. Call
Susan for your invitation (800) 874-6613; or call locally
489-1729 and ask for Todd. (4/19)

Apple He with color monitor, external drive, printer
interface. Lhe new. $600 or best offer. Call 7649374. (4/16)

Female Roommate wanted to share 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
fully furnished home. $275/month plus 1/2 utilities.
Close to campus! Call 681-4203, leave message.
(4/23)
Two Females Needed, willing to share large bedroom in 3
bedroom house.
$150/month plus 1/4 utilities.
Washer/dryer included. Call Jennifer at 764-3828 or
Kelly at 681-2843. (4/23)

14 • Motorcycles
GSU Motorcycle Club. Interested? Call Don Love at
489-1553. One motorcycle enthusiast wanting to meet
others. (4/19)
1990 Suziki Katana 600. Red. 1,000 miles. NO
scratches. Excellent condition. Brand new. Laser
helmet and Katana cover. $3,800. Call: Russell 6817821. (4/16)

Female Roommate needed summer quarter.
$120/month plus utilities. Own room, fully furnished.
Washer/dryer. House near high school. Call 489-1220.
Ask for Tricia. (4/23)
Roommate Needed ASAP - NO LEASE - $175/month
plus 1/2 utilities. Mature, responsible person of 20 yrs
and older to share 2 BR mobile home. Call for more info.
681-1732 or leave message. (4/23)
Roommates brand new mobile home, 3 BR, own room,
$175/mo w/1/3 electric. 764-3176 (4/19)

03 • Autos For Sale

Female roommate needed immediately for a good deal
now! For more info call 681-7137. (4/19)
1984 Monte Carlo SS - White with blue interior. PS,
PB, Power Windows, AM/FM Cassette stereo w/amp.
Good Condition. $3800 (price Neg.) Call Gary at 6816695 or leave message. (4/26)
1985 Volkswagon Golf, 5-speed, silver, 2-door
hatchback, A/C, brand new AM/FM stereo. $2800.
Call 681-0300 or 685-5189. (4/26)
1988 Mazda RX7 Turbo. 37,000 miles, all records kept
in good condition. Call 764-3652. (4/23)
1981 Mazda RX-7, 5-speed, white w/black interior,
great condition, $3,300 OBO. Call 489-1564. (4/19)
1983 Pontiac Grand Prix LX. Loaded with T-Tops, A/C,
Tilt-steering, PW, AM/FM cassette. Black with velour
grey interior, dark tinted windows. $2850. Call Cere
681-1356. (4/16)
1980 280ZX. Power windows and mirrors, cruise
control, T-Tops. Good condition. $2500 or best offer.
Call Kevin 681-4221. (4/16)
For Sale: 1984 Cutlass Ciera. Loaded. 83,000 miles.
$2500 or best offer. 537-3092. (4/16)
1986 BMW 325ES, 5 speed, 72,000 miles, all records,
great condition, $9900, 764-6421. (NKD)
1987 Honda Prelude, 5-speed, great condition, $7800,
764-6421. (NKD)

04 • Auto Parts, Repair
Enkel Mag and 50 series tire (new). Ask for $500. Call
681-6359. (4/26)

07 • Education
Academic Companions is a private simple-to-use
singles network for researchers, artists, educators 8c
scholarly students. Regional/local listings. Low cost.
Academic Companions, POBox 346, Clinton, NY
13323 (4/19)

08 * Freebies
MOVIE POSTERS: If you would like one of the movie
posters from the Campus Activities Board, come by the
office, Union Room 207 - Heidi 681-5442. (5/31)

09 • Furniture/Appliances
Moving Sale! Dressers, Chest of Drawers, Complete
Queen Bed Set, Endtables, Nightstand, Console
Television, Microwave Stand, and Aluminum Boat.
Priced to sell! 489-8100. (4/26)
__
FURNITURE FURNITURE - FURNITURE
Complete furnishings for your apartment and/or home
requirements. You may lease, rent, or purchase, or rent
with option to purchase on the following items: bedding mattress box springs 8. metal frames - chest of
drawers - desk - dressers - night stands - coffee tables
- sofas - sofa beds - love seats - living room chairs - end
tables - dinette tables - chairs - stoves - refrigerators water beds - bunk beds - baby beds - rollaway beds IBM Selectric typewriters - bicycles. We also have
apartments: 1, 2, & 3 bedroom with central heat & aircond. All on ground level, park at your door. Some near
Paulsen Stadium and GSU campus. Please contact
University Furniture Leasing Company located on East
Jones (Back of the new Gate Service Station &
adjacent to Holiday Inn - On Jones Ave East - & 1 block
of South Main St.) PH# 764-2525 (24-hours). (4/16)

11. Help Wanted
Land a Job In Europo! To get "Helpful Hints Guide" send
$4.95 plus $2 S/H to: Alan McLouth, Abt.GSC,
Postfach 1146, D7039 Weil im Schoenbuch, Germany.
(4/19)
Conference assistants needed summer quarter to
assist with camp and conference housing. Apply at
Housing Office by 4/26 (4/23)
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Alvarez Acoustic 12-string for sale or trade. Asking
$230. Immaculate condition. Well maintained. Call
Philip 681-4711 evenings. (4/23)

16* Personal
I really like your tight buns, Paul.
(4/26)

Female roommate needed at University Village. Rent
$313 per quarter. 681-4690 after 5 pm (4/19)
Female roommate needed for spring quarter. Four
bedroom house with two baths. Rent $175/mo. Located
on minute from campus. Call Angie, 681-7646. (4/19)
Female roommate needed spring & summer quarters.
2BR/2BA, washer & dryer. $125/mo plus 1/4 utilities.
Call Michelle, 681-2042. (4/19)

Your Gay Lover.

Roommate needed for spring quarter. Furnished except
for you own private bath/bedroom. Call 489-3052 for
more info. (4/19)
Female roommate needed to sublease for spring only.
$400 for entire quarter at Hawthorne Court plus 1/4
utilities. Please contact ASAP. Emergency! Call
Theresa 681-4292. (4/19)

17 • Pets & Supplies
AAAUUGH! Eleven new born kittens. Aaauugh! Please
come by 308 Donehoo, M-F, 4-6, Sat-Sun, 2-6. (4/19)

Private bedroom in fully furnished apartment available
at $200 month for spring quarter. For more information
call Veryl at 681-9176. (4/19)

Male roommate needed for spring quarter. Private
bedroom in 2 bath/3 bed apt. $200 w/1/3 utilities! Call
681-9185. (4/19)
Male Roommate needed for spring quarter. Four
bedroom house with two baths. Rent is $175/mo.
Located one minute from campus. Call Michale at 6816628. (4/19)
ROOMMATE NEEDED for male student. Spring Qtr.
only, at Hawthorne Court. Call 681-7652 for more info.
(4/16)
Male Roommate Needed ASAP.
Two bedroom
apartment. Own bedroom. Close to campus. Dryer,
Kitchen appliances, furnished. $200/month plus 1/2
utilities. Call Mke 681-4774. (4/16)
Female Roommate Needed for spring quarter. Rent
negotiable. Nice apartment. Private bedroom. Call
Stephanie at 681-4206. (4/16)
Female Roommate Needed desperately for spring
quarter in Stadium Walk. Call NOW! 681-6601. (4/16)
Roommate needed. 2 BR furnished trailer near
Stadium. Own bath, own den. Sublease $150/month
(free water) until June. Call Christy 681-9361 or Chris
681-2224. (4/19)
One or two female roommates needed. $220 (or $110)
per month plus utilities. Call Now 681-7521. Ask for
Amy or Natalie. (3/8)

21 .Services
TYPING - Drop-off and pick-up on Campus. See Peggy
in Room 116, South Building, or Call 681-5586 or 6816520. Quick service (usually overnight), very good
rates. (NKD)
Graduate student in history is now available for tutoring.
Competent in U.S. and European history. Reasonable
rates. Phone 681-5443, ask for Jim. References

available. (4/26)
TYPING: Fast, reasonable. From $1.25/pa$e up
depending on legibility and format. Call Dottie a\ 4893323 evenings until 10:30. (4/23)
HOUSE/APARTMENT CLEANING: Student rateirvery, very reasonable. Will do dishes, floors, vacuum,
etc. Steam carpet cleaning also available. Call 4893323 for details/appointments. (4/23)
TYPING - Fast, professional service. Excellent rates.
Call Jean 681-7201 after 5:30 p.m. or leave message.
(4/16)
UNIVERSITY TYPING SERVICE. Word processing for
faculty and students. Term papers to books. Editing
included. Letter quality printing. Marjorie Bell, Ed.D.
.681-3716. (NKD)

at 681-2015. (4/2)
Padded, adjustable weight bench with leg extension,
dumb beHs, and weights. Asking $75. Call Laura at
839-2224, Statesboro. (4/2)

23 * Stereo & Sound
Kenwood home stereo set. CD, Double tape tuner, turn
table, and many more. 150 watts. Ask for $800. Call
6E' 8359^ Must_sell fasti _|4/26|
SON/pisk Jockey - CDXA10 - Call Gary or Brice at
681-6695 or leave message. (4/26)
Pioneer Swer Tuner II car stereo and 50 watt Majestic
amp. Both Ipr $125. Call 681-6504. (4/23)

22 • Sporting Goods
1990 Schwin Sprint 10-speed. Electric blue with index
shifting. Excellent condition, has hardly been rode. $200
OBO. Call Chris, 681-6988. (4/26)
1990 18" TREK 850 white, water cage, scat leash.
Only used fall quarter. Still under warranty. Great
condition. $430. Call Mite at 681-6707. (4/26)
Ben Hogan Apex Irons and Woods. Great Condition.
Make an offer. 681-2342. Leave message if not home.

Car stereo fortale. High Power Deck and Tuner about 1
year old. On!/$25. 681-9374. If no aswer, leave a
. (4/23)
Stereo for sale. Kenwood 70 watt home stereo receiver
with digital equalize* and power level. Hook ups for 2
tape decks. Video, SD player, & phono. Nice! Call
681-9374. (4/23)
Home speakers for salt. Acoustic Research "Mini
Towers". They have two 6" passive radiators, one 4"
madrange, and one 3* tweyter. Sounds good! 6819374. (4/23)

=£

(4/26)
Padded Weiderweightbench. Leg extensions, press-bar,
dumb bells, iron weights. Call Laura 839-2224,
Statesboro. (4/23)
TREK 930 Mountain Bike with Avenir lock, water
bottles. Must sell, $350 OBO. 681-6707.(4/23)
FOR SALE - 1988 Schwin Le Tour bke. 12-speed,
Suntour componants, and Scott Aero II bars. Great
condition, has hardlv been rode. Asking $275. Call Nick

25. Television & Radio
JVC 30 inch stereo sound television. Top of the line.
$400. 681-6707. (4/23)

-r
See CLASS, Rage 12

18 .Photography
Complete Black-and-White Darkroom. Asking $400.
Call Laura 839-2224 (Statesboro). (4/23)
For Sale - Vivitar 85-200mm f/4.0 zoom lens. Macro,
Minolta MD mount. Lke new , $95. Vivitar 2X teleconverter doubles focal length, $35. Call Kelly, 7643621. (4/16)

19 • Rentals/Real Estate
Apartment for Rent in Southern Villas.
quarter. $100/momh. 681-9341. (4/26)

Summer

Must Sublease!
1-Bedroom, 1-Bath Apartment
available for summer quarter. Within waking distance of
campus. Rent negotiable. Please call 681-2774. (4/26)
For Rent: 2 BR/ 2 Bath Parkplace Condo. $500/month.
Call Catherine 681-7513 or 681-0259 (work). (4/26)
Spacious 2 bedroom, 1 bath house for rent. Highway
280, West of Claxton. 25 minutes from GSU campus.
912-852-5278 after 6:00pm. (4/26)
Summer Quarter sublease. PinehavenApL No deposit,
rent negotiable. Please call 681-6725. (4/26)
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Ramblewood Subdivision,
large greatroom, hot tub, many extras, $50's. Call 7645321 to see. (4/26)
Apartment for rent. Campus Courtyard #19. spring or
summer quarter. You get your own room and bathroom.
681-6100 or 681-2952. (4/26)
Unfurnished rooms for rent summer & fail quarters at
Sussex Commons. Call 681-6587. (4/26)

The first
LaserWriter that fits
inyour wallet

Trailer spaces for rent near Stadium. $75/month. Call
764-2912 during the day or 489-3311 after 6:00.
(4/26)
Spacious 2 BR/1 bath House For Rent. 30 minute drive
from GSU campus. Call 852-5278 after 6:00. (4/23)
Hilton Head Condo - sleeps 2, near beach, pool, tennis,
TV. $50/day, $250/week. (912) 354-8077 (4/26)
For Sale: Hawthorne; 3 bdrm, 2 bath home, screened
porch, garage, walking distance from GSU, pleasant,
student/residential neighborhood. Serious buyers please
call 912-681-1676, evenings. (4/19)
For Sale or Rent: 14x70 Trailer, 3BR, 1.5BA, CH &
window unit, $7600 or $250/mo. Call 681-9262. If no
answer, leave message. (4/19)
Spacious 2BR/1BA house for rent, Hwy 280 west of
Claxton, 25 minutes from campus. (912) 852-5278
(after 6 pm) (4/19)
Newest complex in town. 2 BR, 2 BA, ceiling fan,
icemaker, dishwasher, washer/dryer hook-ups. Must
sublease. NO DEPOSIT. 681-7375.(4/16)
Must Sublease!!! 2 BR Apt. in Pinewood Ct. for Spring
Quarter. Call Kim at 681-7096. (4/16)
Spring Quarter Subleasing new apartment in Pine
Haven. One bedroom, one bath. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 681-9533 or 681-7290. (3/8)
NOW RENTING FOR FALL 1991. Greenbrlar &
Hawthorne Apts. Large Units, with lots of extras! Sign
up now to guarantee. Call Hendley Properties at 21
Greenbriar, 681-1166. (NKD)

20 • Roommates

Responsble person needed to work evenings. Apply in
person only at Cro'ssRoads Motel. (4/16)
_^
Great Summer Jobs. Waitress or bartend on a cruise
ship, trail guide in Yellowstone, mountain bike guides in
Asia, white water raft guides. Thousands of positions
available. For a unique lifestyle with many rewards, send
$10 for information packet to: Ray Gregory, 8351
Roswell Road, Suite 162, Atlanta, GA 30350. (4/16)
200-500 Summer Camp Positions Available - Staff
Referral Services provides a network of camps, now
hiring, from The Keys" to Wisconsin-Minnesota. One
application reaches all camps. Applications at the
Student Employment Office. (4/19)
NOW HIRING!!! POOL MANAGERS •• LIFEGUARDS
•■ SWIM INSTRUCTORS •• SWIM COACHES •• For
Counties of: Dekalb, Cobb, Gwinnett, Rockdale, and
Clayton. SAURY RANGES: $1,500 - $4,000. Send
Resumes to: PROFESSIONAL POOL CARE, INC.,
3390 ad Klondike Road, Conyers, GA 30207. (or call
404-981-0892) (5/10)
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches, Swim Instructors: Summer
positions available in the Atlanta Area. Excellent
wages. Certification classes available. Contact
SwimAtlanta Pool Management, 404-992-8818.
(4/19)

12 • Lost & Found
'" LOST"* A set of keys with a blue Residence Hall
key ring was dropped on one of the stairs in the back of
the South Bldg., if someone picked them up please call
P.J. at 681-3627. They were dropped between 2pm 3pm on Wed., April 10. (4/23)
Found: Men's wristwatch. Please call to identify. Mr.
Bailey at Counseling Ctr. 681-5541. (4/23)

13 • Misc. For Sale
Centurion Cavellerto twelve-speed bike. Like new.
$200 OBO. 631-2919, ask for Carl. (4/26)
Two Murray Bicycles for sale. One man's 10-speed and
one woman's cruiser. $50 each OBO. 764-8916.
(4/23)
Are your cosmetics TOO HIGH? Maybelline products
at a Discount! Call 681-1393 Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, 12 pm to 6 pm. (4/23)
Complete Black-and-White Darkroom.
Quality
equipment Excellent condition. Asking $400. Must sell.
Will bargain. Call Laura 839-2224 (Statesboro) (4/23)
1989 Trek 420 Racing Bike. Asking $400, will take
$375. Equipped with Profile speed bars, Avocet
computer. Excelent condition. See bke at Cycle Center.
Call me and I will show you the bike at the store. Chris

(Veazey 328) 06394 (4/19)
Super Sunfish 14-foot sailboat with trailer. $8950 or
best offer. Call 764-9374. (4/16)

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for summer. Fully
furnished house w/washer & dryer. Across from
campus. $131.25/month pulu 1/4 utilities. Call 6816533. Ask for Randy or Hoa. (4/26)
Female Roommate Needed for fall... Own room, one
bath. $200/month plus 1/2 electric. Water included.
Non-smoker. Call Karen or Christy, 681-3257. (4/26)
Roommate needed fall-summer next year. Own room
and bath.
Fully furnished except your room.
Washer/dryer. House near campus. $250 plus 1/3
Utilities. 489-1220. (4/26)
Female Roommate needed in fall.
Apartments. Call 681-1293. (4/26)

Park Place

Female needed to sublease an apartment in Park Place
for summer quarter. Please contact Michelle at 681-

2784. (4/26)
Needed immediately! Female Roommate in University
Village. Must share room. $300 for entire quarter
OBO! Call 681-3712. (4/26)
Female Roommate needed for Spring & Summer Qtrs.
2BR/2BA in Park Place Villas. $125/month plus 1/4
utilities. Washer & dryer. Ask for Lari, 681-2042.
(4/26)
One or two roommates needed for summer quarter '91.
Share bedroom & bath. $450 for whole quarter Plus 1/4
utilities. Eagles Court. 681-3151.(4/26)
Female Roommate Needed ASAP. To share 2 BR, 2
1/2 bath, apartment at Greenbriar Apts. Good Price!
Call 489-1268, ask for Stephanie. (4/23)
One or two female roommates needed for the 1991-92
school year. Call Susan at 681-3916. (4/23)
Roommate - $100/month plus 1/3 utilities. Washer &
dryer. Johnson's Trailer Park. 681-3372 Tami or Pam.
(4/23)
Female Roommates Needed immediately in Eagles
Court for Spring Qtr. Non-smoker preferred. Partially
furnished. Call Renee 681-7795. (4/23)
Female Roommate Needed NOW and next year!
Hawthorne 29. Furnished except bedroom, which will be
shared. $541.66/quarter plus 1/4 utilities. 681-4433.
Ask for Beth. (4/23)

czzarmrp

Introducing the affordable Personal LaserWriter LS.
Now you can get impressive, professional-looking
documents without having to wait in long lines to use
the laser printer at the computer lab.
The Personal LaserWriter" LS printer is the most
affordable Apple" LaserWriter ever. It has the power to
produce crisp text and high-definition graphics at up
to four pages a minute (it even has a built-in, highspeed serial connection for enhanced performance).

It incorporates Thieve'," Apples new font technology that enables you to scale and print characters
smoothly and precisely, from the smallest footnote to
the largest headline.
But, best of all, it's from Apple - designed to let you
get everything out of a Macintosh5 computer _0_
that Apple built into it. Not just the power
to look your best. The power to be your best?

Delivers
Large Pepperoni
99
11 am - 12 pm Sun -Thurs
11 am - 1 am Fri - Sat

681 - 9066

For further information visit
Eagle's Logic University Computer Store
University Union Building 681-0454

EAGIE'S
LOGIC
UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER
STORE

© 1991 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo. Macintosh. LaserWritef and "Tbepowerto be your best" are registered trademarks, and TrueT^peis a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Sports

Continued from page 1
Such awards are usually routinely presented at the White
House. But Bush ostensibly made
the trip to call attention to the importance of education, a subject
he's planning to make a cornerstone of his 1992 re-election campaign. He said he would soon unveil a national education
blueprint that would be "a longterm strategy to make America
all that it can be."
But only an hour after he arrived back at the White House,
press secretary Marlin Fitzwater
had to go before the TV cameras to
outline how the United States is
aiding refugees, and warn Iraq it
must cease all military action
near areas where refugees have
fled.
Thus, any hope of the education

Letter
Continued from page 4
in the senate structure are vitally
necessary in order to make the
SGA the responsive and effective
instrument of the students that it
should be.
We would also like to address
an issue that has arisen in this
stage of our campaign- specifically the issue of deferred rush.
In our opinion, the decision to
go through rush in order to pledge
a fraternity or sorority is each individual's choice as the considerations of what is best for him or
her can only be made by that person.
However, we also understand
that there is some degree of support for a. deferred rush among
some Greek organizations. As we
are not completely familiar with
the circumstances forming the
base for this support, we are completely satisfied to see this issue
resolved among the Greek organizations themselves and we will
not stand in the way of whatever
decision that may be made regarding this issue, whether it be
for or against a deferred rush.
As long as the resolution is
fair towards all parties who could
be affected by its consequences,
we see no reason to object.
But to return to our original
point, the reform of the senate is
the necessary first step in developing a responsive, effective, and
truly representative SGA. But in
order to bring these charges about,
we must have your vote.
We are eager to make your
Student Government the instrument of the campus community
that it should be. We hope that you
share this same feeling. So go to
the polls at Williams, Landrum,
or the Union on Thursday and
cast a vote for an SGA leadership
dedicated to student involvement
and student voice. Cast your vote
for a new SGA

Continued from page 8
story getting big media play went
by the boards.
The same thing happened last
week when Bush went on a fiveday trip to California and Texas
to spotlight critical trade issues
and meet with Japanese Prime
Minister Toshiki Kaifu and
Mexican President Carlos
Salinas de Gortari.
Despite the importance of trade
to the U.S. economy, Bush was
dogged throughout the trip by
questions on the Kurds. An angry
Bush defended his position on the
Kurds with Kaifu and Salinas,
looking chagrined, standing at
his side.
Back at the White House on
Tuesday, a dour Bush refused to
take questions on the Kurds.
Noting that he had held four press
conferences in six days, he said
he was in danger of becoming
"overexposed."
"It's ironic that Bush, who has
basked in the glow of the Iraq
war, is now trying to shift the focus onto other issues when things
are going badly," said Greer.
But only a few weeks ago the
Democrats, looking bad for opposing a war that went well, were doing the same thing. Democratic
National Committee Chairman
Ron Brown charged that Bush
"has absolutely, no domestic policy," and vowed to make that a
major element of his party's 1992
campaign against him.
However,
no
top-level
Democrats have emerged thus far
to take Bush on next year, an
indication of how difficult the
president will be to unseat.
"This is the most worried
Democratic Party in my lifetime," said former Massachusetts
Sen. Paul Tsongas, who said he
will formally announce his
Democratic candidacy on April
30.
But sensing that Bush may be
faltering,
congressional
Democrats
returned
to
Washington Tuesday from
Easter recess ready to talk tough
on the Kurds, and slam Bush's
handling of the situation.
"I share almost a feeling of
embarrassment that we have not
responded more fully," said Sen.
Paul Simon, D-Ill.

SGA

Hat
Continued from page 8

The Records
By winning two out of three at
Stetson, the Eagles improved to
21-23 overall and 7-8 in the Trans
America Athletic Conference.
Stetson (30-17 and 12-3)
clinched the championship of the
TAAC's Eastern Division with its
win over GSU Saturday.
Florida International swept
Mercer over the weekend to i mprove its TAAC mark to 9-6. The
top two finishers qualify for the
TAAC Tournament.

and drove in four runs and Mike
Boddicker gave up no runs in
eight innings as the Kansas City
Royals beat the New York
Yankees 5-3. Gibson homered in
the first and eighth innings. In
other AL games: Cleveland 6,
Boston 0; Chicago at Detroit, ppd.,
rain; Toronto 9, Milwaukee 0;
California 9, Minnesota 4; Texas
15, Baltimore 3; Oakland 7,
Seattle 6.
EDBERG BESTS LENOL FOR TITLE:
Sweden's Stefan Edberg was at
his overwhelming best Sunday,
routing Ivan Lendl 6-1, 7-6, 6-0 in
the Japan Open final at Tokyo. It
is the world's No. 1-ranked
player's fourth Japan Open title.
Also, Emilio Sanchez beat Sergi
Bruguera 6-4, 7-6 (9-7), 6-2
Sunday in the final of the $650,000
Count de Godo tournament at
Barcelona, Spain. Sanchez won
$82,500 for his first title in a year.
BARCELONA REMAINS UNDEFEATED:

Scott Erney passed for three
touchdowns, two to Gene Taylor,
as the Barcelona Dragons defeated the Orlando Thunder 33-13
Sunday. Erney passed for 340
yards as the Dragons (4-0)
pleased the 40,875 fans in the
largest crowd to watch a sporting
event at Montjuic Stadium in
Barcelona, Spain. Kerwin Bell,
the WLAF's leading passer,
threw for 312 yards for the
Thunder.
FISH STORY:

He hooked a fishing lure in a
tree and said his catch in the
Eagles
of Angling
Bass
Tournament was "humiliating,"
but President Bush helped the
Pintlala (Ala.) Baptist Church
haul in $286,000, the pastor said
Sunday. Bush fished in the
Saturday tournament at Pintlala.
Rev. Gary Burton said donations
came from the 20 pro anglers and
corporate sponsors who fished
with Bush.
FOYTUNSURE:

A.J. Foyt's plan to begin his
racing comeback next weekend
in the Valvoline 200 at Phoenix
might have run into a snag. Foyt,
who continues therapy for badly
mangled feet and legs suffered in
a crash last September, said he
doesn't know if Terry Trammell,
CARTs director of medical services, will release him to drive.
Foyt still plans to drive in the
Indy 500.

find a way to get him out of there,
even putting out a contract on
him,
if the CIA still did that sort of
Continued from page 1
thing, assuming it ever did, I
SHAMIR, PAVLOV MEET M LONDON:
would be for it," Nixon said on
Israeli Prime Minister CBS' 60 Minutes Sunday.
Yitzhak Shamir, in London to WHrTE HOUSE IS 'MEDDLING':
meet with Soviet Prime Minister
Civil rights leaders negotiatValentin
Pavlov,
offered ing with executives on a civil
Palestinians limited self-rule in rights bill said Sunday the White
the occupied territories, as out- House was meddling. White
lined in the 1978 peace accords House officials have warned exwith Egypt - an offer Palestinians ecutives involved in the discushave already rejected. Shamir sions against giving in to rights
said he would urge the Soviet groups, negotiators said. The
Union to restore full diplomatic White House has vetoed a mearelations with Israel.
sure that would have reversed six
Supreme
Court rulings and made
EAST BEGINS RECONSTRUCTION:
it easier to prove job discriminaThe West takes a first step totion.
ward breathing life into moribund
Eastern
European U.N. FORCE ARRIVES:
economies Monday, officially
A U.N. peace force arriving
opening the new European Bank in Kuwait City had bad news for
for
Reconstruction
and thousands of desperate Iraqi
Development. The move marks refugees. The peacekeepers' job
the start of a 42-nation venture, isn't to protect them from Saddam
which includes the United States Hussein. Some 1,440 U.N. soland Soviet Union. The bank in- diers and military observers
tends to help finance Eastern from 36 countries to arrive to set
Europe's transition to multiparty up a U.N.-mandated demilitademocracy and free market rized zone between Iraq and
economies.
Kuwait.

Briefs

CYPRIOT TANKER SINKS:

Turpin, Ken Ward, and Chris
Wilcox.
Elections will be held on
Thursday from 10:00am-5:00pm
at the Landrum food center, as
well as at two additional locations this year. Students will now
be allowed to vote in the new,
centralized Student Union and at
the Williams Center.

Class
Continued from page 11

GSU hosts the Charleston
Southern Buccaneers today at 3:00
p.m. at Clements Stadium.
Southern routed the Bucs twice
on their home field last week, 7-1
and 13-1.
At today's game, GSU Athletics
and Hawaiian Tropic will cosponsor a "Best Tan Contest." A
"Miss Hawaiian Tropic" Georgia
Southern will be chosen from
GSU co-eds entering the contest.
An added attraction will be
free bottles of Hawaiian Tropic
Sunscreen for the first 500 fans
entering the game.

Women's fastpitch Softball
and women's modern pentathlon
will be added to the list of sports at
the 1996 Summer Olympics in
Atlanta, the International
Olympic ' Committee announced
Sunday. Eliminated in 1996: duet
and solo synchronized swimming.

Stretch
Continued from page 1

DISTRESSED MERCHANDISE

SQUARE
APARTMENTS
1818

CHANDLER ROAD

STATESBORO,

GA 30458

Now
Pre-leasing for Fall
4 Bedrooms
2 to 3 Baths
Pool, Volleyball
Washers &
Dryers

Call
681

And isn't that what it's all
about?
Occasionally, I will take on
serious topics, but for the record,
let me just say that if you are
looking for something to get mad
about, don't look at the sports page
- read Clint's column, he lives to
p— people off.

27* Wanted

Wanted: 2-3 BR house to mm suiting Fall 91.
Preferably doss to campus. If you know of anything, call
Amy at 681-1557 or Wendy at 681-3071. (4/19)

CHANDLER

11:00
til
7:00
Sat
and
Sun

OLYMPIC SPORTS ADDED, CUT:

Fof Sate: 16 inch color TV 080; toaster, $5.CalSeieta
at 681-7168 in morning or after 5 p.m. (4/19)

Wanted: Part-time work, on campus, awailabale
M,W,Th,Fr from 8-10am and/or M-Fr 12-2pm. 25
years old, student/single parent, 7 yrs. clerical
experience, need work TODAY! Contact Carol, LB
8797 or P.O.BOX 892, Oamon. GA 30417. (4/26)

in front of the stage would
quickly dispel these doubts. The
band's faster numbers propelled
the crowd into a slam dancing
frenzy, with the occasional
dancer being lifted into the air
and passed around the crowd.
Thankfully, the Rockin' Eagle
bouncers did not interfere with
the fun , and no injuries were reported.Follow For Now have recently signed a recording contract with Chrysalis records, and
their first album is scheduled to
be released sometime this summer. Hopefully, the people at
Chrysalis will be able to distinguish between Follow For Now^s
sincere dedication to their music
and the hordes of groups out to
cash in on a trend, and will give
them the support they deserve. In
the meanwhile, go see this band
whenever you have a chance, listen to WVGS for their single,
"Trust", and always "rock hard
in a funky space".

MORE STORMS FOR THE MIDWEST:

A fifth explosion sent the
Sunshine and warmer temCypriot tanker Haven to the bot- peratures should start drying out
tom of the Mediterranean Sunday the USA's midsection from the
- along with millions of gallons Rockies to the Appalachians
of crude oil. The ship, off the coast Monday and Tuesday. Blustery
of Italy, appeared intact, hpwever, weather over the past four days
and experts said the oil inside kicked up snow in Wyoming,
had likely turned solid - which tornadoes in Texas and flash
would ease its removal. Italian floods in Louisiana. In the West,
officials called the damage much-needed storms are bypass"containable."
ing California and other areas
from
drought.
SHARON, SCOWCROFT DEBATE DEAL: suffering
International
News
Briefs
Israeli Housing Minister
©Copyright
1991,
USA
Ariel Sharon and U.S. national
TODAY/Apple
College
security adviser Brent Scowcroft
wrangled Sunday on U.S. TV Information Network
over settlements in Israel's oc- REFUGEES WILL NOT BE PROTECTED:
cupied territories. Sharon, a
A U.N. peace force arrived in
hard-liner in Israel's ruling Kuwait City this weekend carryLikud Party, said the settlements ing some bad news for thousands
provide "strategic depth" for of desperate Iraqi refugees: The
Israel. Scowcroft disagreed, ar- peacekeepers' job isn't to protect
guing that Israel had already them from Saddam Hussein. We
traded land for peace.
"are not there to care for the
refugees, not even to protect
NIXON WOULD HAVE KILLED SADDAM:
Former President Richard them," said U.N. spokesman
Nixon says Saddam Hussein is Fred Eckhard. "What can I tell
refugees)?"
asked
an "international menace" (the
whom Nixon would have killed if Norwegian Maj. Tor Munkelien
he were still president. "If I could of the U.N. force.
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Follow
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Meisel
Graphics

We have Barbeque
Sandwiches
BBQ Pork Sandwich - $1.69
BBQ Sandwich- Large Fry - Large Drink -I Meal Plan

BrandNew
Three-piece Vinyl Luggage Set
Dark Brown
Extra Large Piece-27" X 20"
Reg. Price $43.97
Large Piece-26" X18"
Reg. Price $37.97
Medium Piece-23" X16"
Reg. Price $23.97
OUR PRICE FORALLTHREE-$45.00
CALL SAVANNAH (912) 966-5400

Traditionally
Wonderf ul
^b»c T-Shirts #*jS\
60 East Main Street • Statesboro • 489-8843

We
Have
Frozen

Low Fat
Low
DANNON
Calorie
Good
4$
For You!
Various Flavors
%-.

TO

Yogurt!

